FICPI is pleased to announce that the 18th FICPI Open Forum will be held 9-12 October, 2019 in Vienna, Austria. Plans for the Vienna Forum working programme are currently underway and will feature FICPI's highly regarded, multi-stream working programme, which permits attendees to participate in a wide choice of sessions from three parallel streams — patents, trade marks and the practice of IP as a business.

FICPI's Open Forum is your opportunity to listen to and debate with leading experts from the profession, IP offices, government and the judiciary on important developments in the field of IP and their impact on day to day practice.

FICPI's Vienna Forum is open to all FICPI members, non-members, intellectual property practitioners, colleagues from industry and official bodies are all welcome to attend and exchange views.
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Will be available for practitioners from the US, UK, Italy, Japan, the Netherlands, Australia, NZ (and other countries).
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ENJOY THE CULTURE OF VIENNA

Vienna’s artistic and intellectual legacy was shaped by residents including Mozart, Beethoven and Sigmund Freud. The city is also known for its Imperial palaces, including Schönbrunn and the Habsburgs’ summer residence. In the museum district, historic and contemporary buildings display works by notes artists such as Egon Schiele and Gustav Klimt. All of FICPI’s functions feature excellent and exciting social programmes, for both delegates and their guests, providing ideal opportunities for networking, meeting old friends and making new ones in the FICPI family. The social programme of FICPI’s 18th Open Forum will allow delegates and their guests to enjoy the cultural and educational events for which the Federation is renown.

Over 20 years’ experience with its Open Fora have gained FICPI a strong reputation for high-quality working sessions and excellent networking opportunities with senior practitioners from leading firms in Europe, North and Latin America, Australasia and Asia.

REQUEST MORE INFORMATION

If you would like further information about the FICPI 18th Open Forum please fill out the information below and fax it to +49 89-54 30 17 00 or send an email to events@ficpi.org with your contact information, and “FICPI Vienna” in the subject line.

We will send you further information when it becomes available.
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